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Liverpool tops the honours list when it comes to the UK’s best 
cities for graduates 

• A new SpareRoom study reveals Liverpool is the best city to kick-start your career in, with 
grads having £1,734 in their pocket per month after rent 

• London is the worst, with the average grad having to get by on £1,184 a month 
• Grads who head to Liverpool have almost 50% more to play with than grads in London 

London, 11th August 2017 – Graduate and then what? Get a job, but where? For those who haven’t 
bagged a grad scheme, the options of where to move next and what to do can be overwhelming. 
London is the obvious answer, but is it the best option? Thriving tech scenes in cities like Manchester 
and Liverpool, and big employers such as HSBC and Burberry moving operations to Birmingham and 
Leeds, means job opportunities are opening up in abundance outside of the capital.  

August is SpareRoom’s busiest month, with users rushing to find rooms for September. Many of these 
are fresh grads, ready to take their first step outside the bubble of university. But where should they 
be looking?  

SpareRoom’s analysis of over 200,000 room ads, compared to graduate starting salaries in UK cities 
with the most grad positions available*, reveals Liverpool is the UK’s best city for grads. With average 
graduate starting salaries of £33,967, and typical room rents of just £367, grads who head to 
Liverpool will have £1,734 at their disposal every month, after tax, student loan deductions** and rent. 

In contrast, those who opt for London face the prospect of lower starting salaries (£30,002) and 
significantly higher rents (£722). This means London grads will have just £1,184 a month to play with, 
making them £550 worse off. It’s not just about rents either. The average London pint is £4.50, 
compared to £2.90 in Liverpool***. 

Affordability rank for UK cities with the most grad jobs available: 
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https://www.spareroom.co.uk/


Despite average starting salaries being £3,550 lower in Manchester than London, grads are more 
than £120 a month better off in Manchester than their London-based counterparts. Take Rebecca 
Allan, 23, for example. She used SpareRoom to find a flat in Manchester, after choosing to stay in the 
city post-university and spends £390 a month on rent, including bills - £332 under the London average 
(£722).  

Rebecca explains why she opted to stay in Manchester rather than head to the capital: 

”I loved Manchester as a student and it didn’t even cross my mind to move to London or back home to 
Dorset because I was so happy here. People often move away after uni but I wasn’t nervous about 
meeting new people because there’s so much to do in Manchester and plenty of opportunities to 
make new friends. The people here are also really friendly. They’ll talk to you at the bus stop which I 
can’t imagine happening in London!” 

Matt Hutchinson, director of SpareRoom comments: 

“Where you choose to study can add thousands to the cost of your degree, simply due to regional 
variation in rents. That’s just as true when you graduate. The idea that there’s some magical London 
salary bump that makes rents affordable simply isn’t true. London room rents are 30% higher than the 
next most expensive UK city – the typical graduate starting salary would need to be almost £40,000 to 
compensate.  

“London is a great city, but the UK has several great cities and recent grads might just find a better fit 
for them if they consider other options. If you really can’t shake the London bug you can always move 
to London later on - it’s not going anywhere.” 

## ENDS ## 

Methodology: 
Average rents come SpareRoom’s Q2 2017 Rental Index, which analyses data from every major UK 
town and city. 
*Average graduate salaries and overview of cities with most grad jobs available were provided by 
Reed.co.uk, the UK’s largest commercial job board, with over 250,000 job opportunities from more 
than 12,000 recruiters at any one time 
**Monthly take-home pay calculated using thesalarycalculator.co.uk 
***Data from numbeo.com 

Notes to Editor: 

For more information, please contact:  
Kat Park 
Hotwire PR for SpareRoom  
spareroom@hotwirepr.com  

About SpareRoom  

SpareRoom is the UK’s leading flat and house share website with over 6 million registered users. 
Established in 2004, it’s the only flatshare site featured in the Hitwise top 10 UK property sites, 
currently at number three. SpareRoom recently launched its site and apps across the US. 
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